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www.huf-career.com 

We are a leading developer and manufacturer of mechanical and electronic locking systems as well 

as car access and authorization systems for the global automotive industry. Founded in 1908 in 

Velbert, Germany, we are an independent, family-owned company with around 9,300 employees at 

locations in Europe, America and Asia and achieved sales of around EUR 1.1 billion in the financial 

year 2019. 

System-/ Requirements-Engineer BU EA 
Overview: The System-/Requirements-Engineer will creates Specifications based on customer and internal product requirements. He is 

responsible for the requirements-work-products like System Requirements or Compliance Matrixes. He reports about the status of the requirements 
on a regular basis. Furthermore he contributes on the improvement of existing requirement related processes and tools. In this role he has an 
important and decisive role for the company in the product development process. 

 

Key Activities 

 Evaluates Customer-Requirements and allocates them to the 
respective disciplines (HW/SW/ etc.) 

 Creates Compliance Matrixes based on the customer 
requirements --> Matrix which describes how to react on 
each customer requirement, which is of great importance for 
the company 

 Leads and guides the team to decide on critical topics in the 
compliance matrix 

 Creates System-Requirements and System-Architecture in 
Requirements-Management-Tool like doors 

 Considers re-use-strategy 
 Takes Huf´s technical solutions into account 
 Creates on a regular basis requirements-status-reports 
 Contributes to further improvement of Huf´s requirements-
tool-chain 

Desired Profile 

 University Degree (i.e. Electronics, Computer Science, 
Physics, Informatics); 

 3+ years of experience in automotive industry, on a relevant 
position; 

 Experience with requirements-engineering in automotive 
industry 

 Ability to understand, gather and analyze technical 
requirements; 

 Deep knowledge of a requirements management tool (e.g. 
Doors) 

 Ability in understanding technical solutions; 

 Good knowledge in electronics; 
 Self-efficient and organized in prioritizing tasks and projects. 
 Team player with an open minded attitude ; 
 Strong communicator both written and verbal in English and 
native language; 

 Language skills in German would be highly apreciated 
 

Benefits 

 Induction and training programs that provide you with all of 
the knowledge to excel at the workplace; 

 Young, professional and dynamic team; 
 Competitive salary and flexible benefits (sports, wellness, 
transport, holiday reward etc.); 

 Health and well-being (medical care, fruits day, lunch 
vouchers etc.); 

 Professional development both technical and managerial; 
 Increased work-life balance (flexible working hours and 
mobile work, extra vacation days); 

 Special fidelity package; 
 Modern and central working facilities (contemporary offices, 
relaxing and entertainment areas). 
 

If this sounds interesting to you, please send your 
comprehensive application materials to: 

 
Huf Romania  
Timisoara, B-dul Take Ionescu, nr. 50, et. 7  
T +40 256 702 911  
resurse.umane@huf-group.com 
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